Name:

For each of the following multiple choice questions, write the letter that corresponds with the best answer provided.

1. 电
   A. always, ever, often, frequently
   B. to see, to watch, to look
   C. electric, electricity, electrical, lightning
   D. to go

2. 音
   A. ball, sphere, globe, round
   B. to see, to watch, to look
   C. sound, tone, noise, pronunciation
   D. hear, listen

3. 听
   A. ball, sphere, globe, round
   B. song, lyrics, sing, chant, praise
   C. time, hour
   D. hear, listen

4. 影
   A. wait, expect, visit, greet
   B. shadow, image
   C. to look at, to inspect, to see
   D. correct

5. 候
   A. wait, expect, visit, greet
   B. strike, hit, beat, fight, attack
   C. sound, tone, noise, pronunciation
   D. correct

6. 客
   A. wait, expect, visit, greet
   B. strike, hit, beat, fight, attack
   C. customer, visitor, guest
   D. song, lyrics, sing, chant, praise

7. 去
   A. electric, electricity, electrical, lightning
   B. dance, dancing
   C. correct
   D. to go

8. 舞
   A. book
   B. customer, visitor, guest
   C. actually, place, location, classifier for houses, small buildings, institutions etc, particle introducing a relative clause or passive
   D. dance, dancing

9. 时
   A. time, hour
   B. strike, hit, beat, fight, attack
   C. electric, electricity, electrical, lightning
   D. dance, dancing

10. 球
    A. to jump, to hop, to skip (a grade), to leap, to dance
    B. ball, sphere, globe, round
    C. dance, dancing
    D. sound, tone, noise, pronunciation

11. 视
    A. wait, expect, visit, greet
    B. to go
    C. song, lyrics, sing, chant, praise
    D. to look at, to inspect, to see

12. 唱
    A. final, last, end, insignificant, latter part
    B. always, ever, often, frequently
    C. to sing
    D. correct
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_13. 乐
A. to sing  B. happy,music
C. to jump,to hop,to skip (a grade),to leap, to dance  D. hear;listen

_14. 对
A. final,last,end,insignificant,latter part  B. correct
C. customer,visitor,guest  D. to look at,to inspect,to see

_15. 昨
A. always,ever,often,frequently  B. yesterday
C. song,lyrics,sing,chant,praise  D. hear;listen

_16. 周
A. wait,expect,visit,greet  B. circumference, week
C. customer,visitor,guest  D. correct

_17. 跳
A. strike,hit,beat,fight,attack,  B. to jump,to hop,to skip (a grade),to leap, to dance
C. ball,sphere,globe,round  D. electric,electricity,electrical,lightning

_18. 歌
A. wait,expect,visit,greet  B. song,lyrics,sing,chant,praise
C. yesterday  D. sound,tone,noise,pronunciation

_19. 末
A. wait,expect,visit,greet  B. ball,sphere,globe,round
C. hear;listen  D. final,last,end,insignificant,latter part

_20. 打
A. to sing  B. to use,according to,so as to,in order to,by,with,
C. strike,hit,beat,fight,attack,  D. hear;listen

_21. 看
A. always,ever,often,frequently  B. to sing
C. to see,to watch,to look  D. yesterday

_22. 以
A. wait,expect,visit,greet  B. to use,according to,so as to,in order to,by,with,
C. electric,electricity,electrical,lightning  D. time, hour

_23. 常
A. always,ever,often,frequently  B. strike,hit,beat,fight,attack,
C. actually,place,location,classifier for houses, small buildings, institutions etc,particle introducing a relative clause or passive  D. yesterday

_24. 书
A. customer,visitor,guest  B. yesterday
C. book  D. time, hour
25. 所
   A. actually, place, location, classifier for houses, small buildings, institutions etc, particle introducing a relative clause or passive
   B. book
   C. wait, expect, visit, greet
   D. correct